
Robert Smith
Associate Seamstress

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

A general position using skills and experience in caring for Elderly, Convalescent and handicapped
and home bound clients in a in-home setting where skills are effectively utilized and produce 
continual experience with growth opportunities.

SKILLS

Fashion design, Inventory, Shipping and packing.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Associate Seamstress
ABC Corporation  March 2000 – January 2015 
 Assembled garment parts and joined parts with basting stitches.
 Fitted and studied garments on customers to determine required alterations.
 Fitted, altered, and repaired clothing according to customers request. Let out or took in seams

in suits and other garments to improve fit.
 Measured parts such as sleeves or pant legs, and marked alteration lines.
 Sew garments using needles and thread or sewing machines. Took up or let down hems to 

shorten or lengthen garment parts.
 Performed job per requirements and had good attendance.
 Assists in meeting with new and repeated clients. Learn new skills in alterations and learn 

how the business runs.

Seamstress
ABC Corporation  1999 – 2000 
 Once a week I would go in and pick up fabric, explination of what I was sewing, the pattern 

and the list of the sizes I was to make.
 Took it home and sewed all of the dance costumes that were required of me that week.
 I completed the dance costumes in a timely manner.
 They were always impressed with the detailed work that was done and I became one of their 

top seamstresses in only a couple months.
 Skills Used I often got one pattern and would have to size up and down from that pattern.
 Demonstrated the importance of getting the costumes done on time.
 Showed how skilled I am at sewing..

EDUCATION

High School Diploma - (Santa Cruz High School - Eloy, AZ)
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